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INTRODUCTION 
- - - - X 
 

 
 
Email prospecting is an efficient way to ensure that small 
businesses can reach out to their prospects, grow their 
customer base, and build their reputation. 

 

Email prospecting is used by some of the largest businesses in 
the world but it's not just limited for these big brands with big 
budgets. 

 

In fact, email prospecting is one of the best marketing 
methods available for small businesses with strict budget 
considerations.   
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MAKE IT ABOUT THEM (NOT YOU) 
- - - - X 
 

● Make it about your prospect/customer, not about you 
● Use conversational language (like you would talk face-to 

face) 
● Keep it brief and not make it an essay 
● Keep it informal and interesting 
● The “smaller the ask” the easier for the prospect to 

respond 
● Yes, its OK to politely follow-up  
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FACTS ON COLD EMAILING 
- - - - X 
 

Fact # 1 : You must have a goal 
 

1. Know your revenue target (and then work backwards) 
2. Research prior to targeting the right prospects 
3. Know how many emails you are going to send  

 
 

Fact # 2 : Amazing cold emails follow these steps 

 

1. Informal, short and interesting 
2. Try and make the subject lines into  a question 
3. Make it personal and bond on shared interests 
4. Give value and help (make it about them not you) 
5. Make it easy and straightforward for them to reply 

(Call-to-action) 
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FACTS ON COLD EMAILING 
- - - - X 
 

Fact # 3 : Yes, some won’t respond. What to do about it? 

 

1. Follow-up persistently;  even 4-6 followups 
2. Every follow-up email should be different 
3. Install read-receipts to check if your emails are opened 

 

 

Fact # 4 : There will be negative responses and its OK. 

 

1. Ask questions to related to these responses 
2. incorporate/ use / Listen to sincere feedback 
3. Work on eliminating objections 
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Cold email approach if you don’t know the person 

- - - - X 

Scenario: You’ve done your research , this is a prospect but you don’t have 

a reference. 

 

Subject: Director, ABC LLC,X will be in [city/location] next week -- 

coffee? 

Hi [name], 

My name is [name] and I’m the [designation] at [company], where we 
help [product/ service that triggers the prospects interest because you’ve 
researched].  

I’ve been working on [something you’ve researched beforehand] that 
might be interesting for your work at [prospect’s company] 

I’ll be in [the city/location where chris is located] and was wondering --if 
we can meet for coffee? 

I can meet you at your office or whenever is convenient for you. 

Thanks, 

[name] 

Mobile: (000) 000-0000 
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Cold email approach if you have a reference 

- - - - X 

Scenario: You’ve done your research and this is a prospect plus you have 

a reference. 

Subject: [Name] suggested I meet you -- coffee? 

Hi [Name], 

My name is [name] and I’m the [designation] at [company], where we 
help [product/ service that triggers chris’s interest because you’ve 
researched it].  

We have a common connection, Amy and she suggested I  reach out to you 
regarding [something you’ve researched beforehand about him/her] that 
might be interesting for your work at [prospect's company]  

I’ll be in [the city/location where chris is located] and was wondering --if 
we can meet for coffee? 

How does next Monday, 22/8 or Tuesday, 23/8 work? I’m free all day, 
especially in the afternoon, and I can meet you at your office or whenever 
is convenient for you. 

Thanks, 

[Name] 
Mobile: (000) 000-0000 
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You receive a reply with some questions 
- - - - X 

Scenario: Your prospect emails you back with questions and you want to 
speak on the phone rather than go back and forth on emails. 

Subject: Re Re: [name], suggested I meet you -- coffee? 

Hi [name], 

It’s very nice to hear from you!  

I appreciate the questions. There are a couple of possible answers to your 
questions. I want to be sure I’m giving you accurate information. Would 
you mind if we spent just 10 minutes over the phone? 

Thanks, 

[name] 

Mobile: (000) 000-0000 
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Are you the right person approach 

- - - - X 
Scenario: A cold approach to find out if this is the right person, if not 
then if he/she can lead you to the right person. 

Subject: [name], do you handle [specific area of focus] at [their company]? 
 

Hey [name],– I’m writing in hopes of finding the person at [Their 
Company] who handles [specific area of focus]. 

I also reached out to [Colleague 1] and [Colleague 2] to try and lock down 
someone at your company in this space.  Are you the appropriate person 
to chat with, if yes then I’d love to schedule some time to talk about [Your 
Company/Your product]. 

We help organizations like [their company] [problem you solve]. We’ve 
worked with others in your industry like [Company 1] and [Company 2] . 

[name], is this something you handle? If not, could you please let me know 
whom I should connect with? 

Thanks, 

[name] 

Mobile: (000) 000-0000 
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They are using your competitor’s product or service 

- - - - X 
Scenario:  When you know they are with your competitors. 
 

Subject: How’s [Competitor] working for you? 

Hey [name], – I understand that you may be using [technology] as a 
[service delivered], and I was wondering what kind of results you’ve 
seen so far. 

I’ve met a handful of companies using [Competitor] who have found 
[problem – scaling issues, glitch, missing feature, internal failure, etc]. 
In fact, many companies have turned to [Your Company] for assistance 
and leveraged our [solution] to increase [result]. 

Do you have time for a 10-minute phone call? If so, would any of these 
times work? 

* This Wednesday (8/10) all day 

* Thursday (8/11) any time after 1pm  

If those don’t work, just let me know -- I can work around your schedule. 

I can call your office line. Or if you’d prefer, my phone number is (000) 
000-0000 

Thanks, 

[name] 
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When you receive a yes for a phone call 
- - - - X 

Scenario: Always confirm a day before, this massively increases the 
chances of the phone call actually happening. 

Hi [name],, looking forward to our call tomorrow. I’ll call you at 10am at 
(000) 000-0000. If there are any changes, please let me know. 
Otherwise, I’ll talk to you at 10am this Tuesday! 

Also, if you have a chance to look beforehand, I’ve prepared two short 
agenda items: 

* Overall framework for [a link to a pdf attachment] 

* 3 items that will [improve your business, case studies of successful 
users] 

Talk to you this Tuesday at 10am. 

Thanks, 

[name], 

Mobile: (000) 000-0000 
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The "I Just Called You" Email  

- - - - X 
Scenario: After calling the office boardline 

Hi [Name], 

Sorry I missed you on the phone today, I was calling because ... (leave a 
one sentence reason for your call, or the name of the referral / event 
that introduced you) 

In my voice mail, I mentioned that I will call you back on [DATE] at 
[TIME] and of course you can always reach me before then at [YOUR 
PHONE NUMBER]. 

I look forward to connecting. 

Thanks, 

[Name] 

Mobile: (000) 000-0000 
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The "Learn More" Email That Opens Up The Dialogue 
for Another Conversation 

- - - - X 
Scenario: When your first conversation didn’t reveal a lot of 
information 
 
Hi [Name], 

Thanks for taking the time to share a little about [COMPANY], as well as 
the goals and challenges you face. 

If you would like to learn how other companies are dealing with 
challenges like yours, I would be happy to schedule a call. We could also 
talk a bit more about your challenges and determine whether or not I 
might be able to offer some help. 

If you would like to talk some more, use the convenient link below to 
directly schedule a time on the calendar for us to speak. 

[Link to calendar created using Meetings Tool] 

Thanks, 

[Name] 
 
Mobile: (000) 000-0000 
   

 

https://www.hubspot.com/cs/c/?cta_guid=a6051e7d-aa75-43c1-8255-60692bc5e686&placement_guid=a18f952d-6fe3-4f40-9980-c889f534d9ec&portal_id=53&canon=https%3A%2F%2Foffers.hubspot.com%2Fsales%2Fthank-you%2Fsuccessful-sales-email-templates&redirect_url=APefjpGM6RLFPLJI7Qz5Ce_7EHOfkDqA_P89Y0ItP3oirUx9ZGt_4e2uHuvBPhqI0AbGVqEbokXhJzumYudxXkByaiioSAHwe3nAoYcxddSVoAglkhh8xfE8JtZjCG21TJ97TYqq9F125eXyNPObozMQRblwVivdHOye3vc04s9IRrlCQtwgPydgD4ghPYU34Py3GqjUzCIYU4oDVBBPMtwcnjgr1OlOnjMO_I6MMQifvwgfEvlKNlViWYQeIwktJX8sb37QO95dOQYHPDg-pukUjTDB6I8XTq7vsEt4TR284732O3SyrIdG3Wo-GXjIH3ViHf6yIOf1Y6kfsrPwuxIE38acoU0frg&click=58a6d7ab-39d9-49a5-b178-f8bcc26c3b25&hsutk=4d9a54ad72cd30b687b1f5f5d2e418b8&signature=AAH58kFysVTQfdpLMsWsOgruB9-0yH2WQw&__hstc=20629287.4d9a54ad72cd30b687b1f5f5d2e418b8.1564322703356.1566286412988.1566295837984.3&__hssc=20629287.1.1566295837984&__hsfp=568734046
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The “Next Step” Email That Creates Urgency 
- - - - X 

Scenario: When you don’t know the next step. You might’ve gotten a 
response to your email, or got on a call, but didn’t set up the next steps 
to keep the conversation going. These two emails can help you get back 
on track. 

 

Subject: Update? 

Hi [Name], I’m writing to follow up on our last conversation. My boss 
asked me for an update on your account. I told him I didn’t have one. 

I’m not sure what makes sense to continue the conversation. What 
makes sense as a next step, if any? 

 

Thanks, 

[Name] 

Mobile: (000) 000-0000 
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The "Still Interested?" Email  

- - - - X 
Scenario: When a prospect goes dark and you get a notification 
showing they might be interested again 

Hey [Name], 

Hope all is well. I had put a reminder in to check-in with you to see how 
things were going with the [NAME OF CAMPAIGN] initiatives. We had 
discussed a potential partnership a few months ago, but hadn't been 
able to formalize our recommended engagement. 

We would love to catch up and see if there are any opportunities to 
engage with you and help with your [DEPARTMENT (eCommerce, 
marketing, etc.) ] strategy. Let me know if you have some time to 
reconnect this week and catch up business owner to business owner on 
where you see things and I can provide some ideas on where we can 
help. 

Look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Thanks, 

[name] 

 
Mobile: (000) 000-0000 
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The "Curious Why You Didn't Buy" Email  
- - - - X 

 
Scenario: When you give a demo but the prospect doesn’t purchase 

 
Hi [Name], 

I noticed that  you didn't consider the [product name] at the end. And 
we'd love to know why. 

I have no intention of trying to sell you anything, but we do want to 
know if we are missing anything that our customers need. 

Any feedback you can give us would help. 

 

If you prefer a quick phone call or personal visit, please let me know. 

 

Thanks, 

[Name] 

Mobile: (000) 000-0000 
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The Rapport building follow up 
- - - - X 

Scenario: Following up after a conversation and continuing the 
dialogue 
 
 

Hi [Name], 

That was a great story [mention that story from the meeting, the 

prospect narrated] In our next meeting, I have a similar to share with 

you. 

You certainly seem to have a great grasp on how to make your 

company succeed. They are lucky to have you. 

With the economic challenges you face, however, our training is going 

to give you that extra push you need to take your staff skills to the next 

level. 

Once again, it was great meeting you. I have a few ideas about other 

productivity issues that I know you will like. 

Thanks, 

[Name] 

Mobile: (000) 000-0000 
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The Problem assertion followup to trigger a 
discussion 
- - - - X 

Scenario: You’re trying to find to open a discussion 

Hi [Name], 

[Name] referred me to a video on how the economy works, and more 

specifically how money works. We talked about it on our coaching call 

today, so I wanted to share it with you. 

The economy is complicated. The video by Ray Dalio, the founder of 

Bridgewater, the world’s largest macro hedge fund with $122 Billion in 

assets, shares the principles behind: 

● The future of the housing market. 

● How to decide if we are in a downward spiral or it’s time to invest. 

● How to get paid more in your job or your business. 

You can watch the video here. 

Thanks, 

[Name] 

Mobile: (000) 000-0000 
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The “Check this Out” Email to keep the conversation 
alive 
- - - - X 

Scenario: You’ve already spoken with the prospect and want to provide 
value to keep the conversation going 

 

[Name], 

I am not sure, if you saw this article that appeared today in [NEWS 
OUTLET]. It’s related to the issue we were talking about. 

[LINK TO ARTICLE] 

I hope you find it interesting. 

Thanks, 

[Name] 

Mobile: (000) 000-0000 
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The "In the area" Email That Gets In-Person Meetings 
- - - - X 

Scenario: When you’re in the same city as your prospect 
 

Hey [name], 

I’m actually going to be in [location] in one week on business and have a 

few hours of downtime on Thursday and Friday. 

Do you have 20  minutes to connect on either day? I hear your offices 

are stunning  and it’d be great to finally meet in person. 

Thanks, 

[Name] 

Mobile: (000) 000-0000 
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The “Follow-Up Set Up” Email  
- - - - X 

Scenario: When they ask you to follow up at a later date. 
 

Hey [name], 

Thanks for getting back to me so quickly. I really appreciate it. 

I’d be happy to reach back out [on that week/month]. 

Shall we schedule something tentative on our calendar to connect? 

That way we can save time by not having to go back and forth. 

How does your calendar look [on that week/month]? What would be a 

good week or day for us to connect? 

Thanks for your help. I look forward to talking. 

 

Thanks, 

[Name] 

Mobile: (000) 000-0000 
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The "Trying to Reach" Email  
- - - - X 
 
Scenario: When they ask you to follow up at a later date and the 
prospect has been busy 
 
Re: trying to reach 

Hi [Name], 

 

I’m sorry we haven’t been able to connect. Again, I know how hectic 

things can get at work and with family. 

 

Do you have time for a 10-minute phone call? If so, would any of these 
times work? 

* This Wednesday (8/10) all day 

* Thursday (8/11) any time after 1pm  

If those don’t work, just let me know -- I can work around your schedule. 

I can call your office line. Or if you’d prefer, my phone number is (000) 
000-0000 

Thanks, 

[Name] 

Mobile: (000) 000-0000 
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